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ABSTRACT
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House is a good place for family and their children. Else, house is a physic
factor which influences the development and the happiness of family. Parents
have big influences to the children’s growth. Prophet Muhammad said in hadits:
“every child was born in pure religion of Islam, the ones who made them Jewish,
Christian and Persian are their parents” by Al-Aswad bin Sari”. The right of the
children is stated in the Undang-Undang Number 23. It is about the children’s
right that they deserve to life, grow and learn as a human being and they deserve
to be protected from violence, discrimination.

In the developed countries, some effort to improve the human resources in
term of nutrient, health and education become the concern of those countries since
the citizen are in the very young age and even infants. The education for very
young children or PAUD (Pendidikan Anak Usia Dini) in South Korea and
Singapore, for instance, is already applied to all children. Another example, in
Malaysia, PAUD is already applied to 70% of the children. Moreover, the
bilingual problems in using China and English are already over came in the
kindergarten.

Those illustrations encourage us to apply entirely the education for very
young children as soon as possible in order to have high quality young generation.
For that reason, PAUD is one way to apply the education for very young learners.
In this final task, the writer wants to research the PAUD in Malang for Malang is
an educated town.

That explanation is the reason in choosing the design of the object that is
“PAUD AS A MEDIA IN IMPROVING THE CREATIVITY OF YOUNG
LERNERS IN MALANG”. Design of PAUD use the topic Geometry, because
Geometry is a communication device by two or three dimensions medium. In the
child education, communication is the important medium to do something.
Therefore, this experiment is the result of geometry function and effect from
children, adolescent, adult and old. From this experiment, the researcher can map
out PAUD with general and religion content. PAUD is expected to give
contribution in improving the quality of young generation so that that generation
could overcome any problems in the future wisely and intellectually.


